
 
 

This quarter in Kidspiration, we learned about the stories in the Book of Genesis. 
 

Fred and Barney are Tour Guides at Time Tunnel Caverns.  They have been working there for years.  
There were pieces of an old, broken stone tablet scattered throughout Time Tunnel Caverns that had 

been there for centuries.  No one knew their purpose or how to put them back together. 
Then, a small earthquake moved some rocks in the cave and revealed some ancient writing on the wall. 

 

 

The pieces of the tablet had to be put back in the right places so that the stories in the Book of 
Genesis were in the correct order.  Each time a piece was put in place, the Time Tunnel would 

open up.  But, a mysterious caveman would come out of the tunnel and take one of the 
tourists back into the Time Tunnel with him.  Every week, Fred, Barney, and the 

remaining tourists had to try to figure out the next story from Genesis so they could complete 
the tablet and get the tourists back. 

Fred struggled the most because he didn’t know anything about the Book of Genesis. 
 

Along the way, we ran into bats, giant spiders, falling rocks, fire in the cave, and faulty ropes.  But, all of those things helped 
remind us of the stories in the Book of Genesis. 

 

In the end, even Barney was taken by the caveman, leaving Fred alone to solve the final clue. 
When he did, the tablet was complete. 

 
The Time Tunnel opened up and the caveman took Fred back to the time of Genesis. 

That’s when Fred realized that all of the tourists and Barney had also been taken back in time 
to the Book of Genesis. 

Fred returned from the Time Tunnel alone.  No one else came out.  Due to the stress of the 
time-travel, Fred fell asleep.  When he woke up, Barney and all of the tourists were back in 

the cave. 
It looks like it was all a dream.  Fred had been asleep the entire time.  Or, had he? 


